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There is a domain that has been shrouded in
mystery, one with a multitude of machinery and
loosely connected systems.
Consider an ordinary port. Nothing unusual...
until something catches your eye.
This is Clanky, an important crane for unloading
ship containers.
Right now, however, Clanky seems to be stuck.
Now observe, as the unfortunate port operator
scrambles to find out what the problem is.
Numerous questions flood the operator's mind.
Did any of Clanky’s many components fail?
Or is he stuck because a ship is late, or did a
prime mover break down?
Other equipment, parties, and systems all face
similar situations. The operator doesn’t just need
answers; he needs them NOW.
And WHERE is he going to get any of this
information?

To avoid an operational bottleneck like this, a
significant, innovative solution is needed. Or
perhaps not. Unlock the potential with Accenture
Connected Ports Solution
Accenture Connected Ports uses a combination
of the latest, cutting-edge technology to turn your
port into an integrated command centre - that
can be accessed anywhere. Optimize your
operations and equipment productivity, as well
as enhance worker safety and wellbeing.
We'll connect Clanky via IOT and PLC to detect
equipment conditions and data connectivity in
real-time. And if every single machinery could
transmit this data – imagine how well you’d know
your operations.

This allows operators to be kept in the know on
everything – from which containers the various
equipment are working on, how fast they’re all
moving, and their operational status.
With their schedules and activity logs within
reach, you’ll be able to spot problems before
they happen.
Best of all, Accenture Connected Ports solution
retrofits with your legacy systems making use
for its source data while leaving the systems
intact.
Channelling information into a central data pool,
our solution will provide you with a single, highly
organised source of truth.
Greater productivity and improved predictive
maintenance capabilities - result in a more
efficient reliable port. This attracts carriers to
select the port as the carriers can transport the
goods without delay.
Accenture Connected Ports meets your needs
today for agile operations and lays the
foundation for a highly effective ecosystem
platform.
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